ARCHITECTURAL TOOLKIT
OVERVIEW
This document introduces Lightworks’ Architectural Toolkit using Iray+, built
on NVIDIA’s Iray, rendering technology. Iray+ is a physically based, interactive
ray trace rendering solution. It enables architects and designers to simulate
accurate, real-world lighting scenarios for design reviews, lighting simulations
and sunlight studies. All of which can be achieved in a fully interactive
workflow.

VIDEO: 
https://vimeo.com/135574564
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IRRADIANCE
CALCULATIONS
Iray+ has a special render mode for
capturing irradiance values from a
scene, allowing lighting measurement
data to be taken. This data is based on
real-world lighting values and can be
used to check actual lighting levels for
buildings; Iray+ is proven to accurately
calculate irradiance at a point and
directional view-dependent luminance.
Irradiance mode combined with physically based materials and lighting lets Iray+
accurately predict the visual appearance and the performance of your design at different
times of the day, and under different lighting conditions. Access the results either through
irradiance maps or as a full HDR export of your scene as a luminance map.

Video: 
See how the infamous 'DeathRay' from the Walkie Talkie
building in London could have been avoided with easy access
to physically based rendering and irradiance calculations.

https://vimeo.com/126498472#t=148s
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INTERACTIVE
DESIGN REVIEW
Gone are the days of waiting for images to
render, the interactivity of Iray+ means that
you get real-time feedback on changes made
to all settings including geometry, materials
and lighting; allowing users to make decisions
faster, saving time and money.
Using a simple version of the model with no
materials, architects and designers can
experiment with different exterior and interior lighting scenarios
enabling rapid, real-time feedback on the changes being made.

Video: 
See how you can work interactively with your model
directly in the CAD viewport to speed up the design review
process.

https://vimeo.com/lightworkdesign/architecturaldemo
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INTERIOR
LIGHTING SIMULATIONS
Iray+ is truly physically based, using real-world lighting physics and photographic
settings, enabling architects and designers to get a true-to-life, highly accurate
representation of how interior or exterior lighting will look.
Iray+ comes with a range of lighting types and
options; add the values for your lights into the
system and they will interact correctly with the
physically based materials to produce
photorealistic visualisation, no matter what
your configuration.
SUPPORTED LIGHTING TYPES:
● physical sky and image-based lighting: 
Add a standard physical sky light to your
scene to perform sunlight studies or create a naturally lit scene. Any HDR image
can be used to light your scene including photographic studio setups and HDR
captures
● standard point, spot, distant:
Standard light types are all included
● area light sources: 
A range of standard area light sources can be included to
represent bulbs, ceiling lights, or other uniform-shaped emitters
● emission materials:
A material that emits light can be attached to any object to
producing advanced lighting effects. In addition, layers can be added to that
material to represent not only the emission, but also characteristics of the emitting
materials (e.g. glass filaments)
● photometric sources: 
Lighting profiles (e.g. .ies files) can be used as a point source,
area source or within an emission material, giving users full control in adding
manufacturer-verified lighting and fittings.

Video: 
Use Iray+ to simulate 
sun, shadows and IES lights
to get
real-time previews. 
https://vimeo.com/135574564#t=40s
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INTERACTIVE
SUN AND SHADOW STUDIES
Iray+ brings real-world lighting
behaviours to architects and designers.
Iray+ is a physically based rendering
engine, which includes full global
illumination, caustics and luminance
distribution through progressive
refinements for the most accurate final
frame output, ideal for sun and shadow
studies.
The interactivity of Iray+ means you get real-time feedback on changes made
to lighting; allowing users to make decisions faster, saving time and money.

Video: 
See how architects and designers can interact with
exterior lighting simulations in real-time.

https://vimeo.com/126498472#t=58s
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INTERACTIVE
LIGHTING ANALYSIS GRIDS
Iray+ includes functionality to allow the
irradiance to be calculated at a specific
point and direction. Architects are
required to calculate the lighting levels for
offices and other buildings that are in
daylight and under artificial lighting
conditions.
Iray+ can accurately be used to
interactively generate lighting analysis
grids. These grids can be output in text
format or converted into texture displays and shown directly within you CAD
OpenGL environment. This allows architects to visually inspect lighting
levels on a range of lighting grids through a model. Iray+ doesn’t require
expensive radiosity computations to be used so results can be calculated
much faster than before and subsequently recalculated as a design evolves.

Tip: 
Iray+ enables architects and designers to calculate
irradiance values at a specific point and direction.

https://vimeo.com/135574564#t=74s
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CONTACT US
Please don't hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about the Iray+ technology
or SDK, how it could work for you, or the services we provide. Simply call, email or
complete our simple web form and we'll get back to you ASAP.

WWW.

CALL

EMAIL

WEB FORM

Arrange a demo with one of

Get answers about Iray+ from

Fill out our web form and our team

our rendering experts.

our specialist support team.

will be in touch.

+44 114 266 8404

iray@lightworkdesign.com

www.lightworks-iray.com/contact
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